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Formal Syntatic Somecture from Content? V Some toy games

Is lead to suprisingly similar syntatic structureDialogue game
Epistemic

Formal criteria for sentence?
1. Contains verb?

Methods ofStructural Linguistics

- But need to know what verb is
cheses like "verb"?
Some tests? for behaviour of this group

A simple
For now.

Inflection changes
- Replacements

solution: V > lay
look at written language

Chomsky's big move.This is a"hupothesi

We should leave without Not same as lay

= Use method

I Lay| down
We lay the table

delay don't mean the some as bay? X No good
replace lay with sit... desit?

Different tokens. Not erough to say bey and delay are
different

These tests are weak and have problems
I lay the tools

sit?
ppl back in
very confased.

vest? Uh oh

Are there
Book.a 1951

layover
delay

- Well...

1950



chomsky; we need hypothes's instead.
Hypothesis: Lay would be a verb.

Try: NP
But one in this context
cOm we say lay is a vert

# There sentences Yer common her op!
*There's a figurive on top of a black

» Zellig, Harris 1956 :there's tranformation going on.
NtV, a there + V N t: tense
Kernal transformation

A ghost appeared There appeared a ghost

= A figurine is on top of a black
But why do this? Try to figure out the function of there?
Helps to get away from deriving all forms independently from grammar?
So now we only need to worry about the kernal centence.
Another transformation use case

kernal I: The dog barked.
kernal 2 : The cat meowed.

The dog barkedand
the eat meowed.

kernal 1: The dog barked.
kernal 2:The eat meowed.

If the dog barked,
then the cat meowed

My socks go. There go my socks.
But this there seems to refer to place...
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But.
?



One more thing from dialogue
B: Do you see dark spot...?A: No. light
C: The Batination.That's probably

or adwerb?
"epistemic adverb"!

Aside

Some replacement;
That must be the Dalmation

Notice silly isn't verb. Try,
There's silly, the Dalmation....what ifsilly is the Dalmation'snam?

How to prevent this situation?
-> phiralise "Dalmation'"?

modals
(modal anxilaries) d

clear class in English with
predictable behavions.

- No subject ogreement
Can stast yes/no questions
sub-aux inversion- Negation pattern: can gobefore negation

to handle

dialogue?

It must not be..
* It runs not. wait what?

time live
E= event
R= reference timeS= now

I see a

could
might

Chomsky
Another

this:
With

past

Now
+

future



I After hopping riles

Silly will be eating at 3 o'clock.
Chomeky:

Let as her aC (M) (have +en)modal

(be ting) (be + en)
Af

Transformation:
Af +V as V+ Af

o will be Af

We get:

complicated.

will be eating

C .. eat
V

will -sV Af be
V
J

eat
V

A bit


